Important

This kit provides the latest Service Release for HP StorageWorks NAS 1200s, 2000s, 4000s, and 9000s servers. Please read the enclosed *HP StorageWorks Service Release Quick Start Guide* for a complete description of the Service Release and its installation instructions.

In addition to the Service Release, the CD contains other software upgrades and enhancements that were not available when your NAS server was manufactured. The enclosed CD includes:

- Service Release
- Rapid Launch
- Documentation
- Links to HP Support and Drivers
- Adobe® Acrobat® Reader

The NAS Desktop can be accessed via a directly connected keyboard, mouse, and monitor, through Remote Desktop, or by using an Integrated Lights-Out port.

**Note:** If the CD does not automatically start, navigate to the drive where the CD is located and double-click *setup.exe*. 